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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M), 

GOHPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA 

                       S.D.J.M(M), GOHPUR 

                                      GR: 486/10 

                                U/S 143/147/149/342/323 of IPC 

                 STATE OF ASSAM……………………PROSECUTION 

                               v. 

                 Sri Buduram Bora and ors…………….……ACCUSED 

Ld. Advocates: For Prosecution………Smti Bornali Chetia, Ld.APP 

                           For Defence…Smti Titumoni Baruah and Smti Mina 

Dutta, Ld. Advocates 

Evidence Recorded on: 14.12.15 

Argument heard on: 14.12.15 

Judgment delivered on: 14.12.15 

                                                    J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case, in nutshell, is that, on 06.09.10, the accused 

persons, namely, Sri Buduram Bora, Sri Kalia Bora, Sri Thanu Bora, Sri 

Naren Nath, Smti Numali Borah and Sri Sambhu Nath, had formed an 

unlawful assembly, and assaulted the informant, Sri Suren Bora and 

also wrongfully confined them. Hence, the case.  

2. The informant had lodged the FIR on 09.09.10. Thereafter, Gohpur 

P.S case no. 165/10 u/s 147/149/342/325/307 of IPC was registered. 

After investigation, the charge sheet u/s 147/149/342/323 of IPC has 

been filed. But the case against the accused persons, namely, Kalai 

@Kalia Bora, Sri Thanu Bora and Sri Sambhu Nath has been filed, as 

they were declared as proclaimed offenders and the case record was 
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accordingly split up. Thus, the case proceeded against the rest of the 

three present accused persons. 

3. The charge u/s 143/147/ 342/323 r/w Sec 149 of IPC, has been 

framed against the accused persons. The charge was read out to 

them, to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

4.  The prosecution has examined the informant only and closed its case. 

The examination of the accused u/s 313 Cr PC has been dispensed 

with in the absence of any incriminating evidence against the accused 

persons. The defense side adduced no evidence. Heard arguments. 

 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

a) Whether the accsued persons formed members of unlawful assembly 

on 06.09.10? 

b) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their common object 

had committed rioting on 06.09.10, by applying force or violence 

against the informant?  

c) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their common object 

had committed hurt to the informant, on 06.09.10?  

d) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their common object 

had wrongfully confined the informant, on 06.09.10?  

 

DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. PW1, Sri Suren Bora, the informant, in his examination in chief has 

stated that there was quarrel over land issue. But the matter has been 

amicably settled. He stated that he has no allegation against the 

accused persons. Ext 1 is the FIR and Ext 1(1) is his signature. 

6. In his cross examination, he has stated that he has no objection, if 

the accsued persons are acquitted. 

7. In the evidence of PW1, he has not implicated the accused persons in 

any manner. He stated that he has no allegation against the accused 

persons. Further, mere quarrel over land issue, without attributing any 
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act to the accused persons, do not prove the charge against the 

accused persons. 

8. In the light of the above, I am of the considered view that the 

Prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused persons u/s 

143/147/323/342 r/w Sec 149 of IPC, beyond reasonable doubt. Thus, 

the accused persons, namely, Sri Naren Nath, Sri Buduram Bora and 

Smti Numali Bora are acquitted of the charge u/s 143/147/323/342 

r/w Sec 149 of IPC.  

9. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 14th of 

December, 2015. The judgment is prepared under my hand and seal 

of this Court . 

10.  The bond shall remain operative till 6 months from the date of this 

order and shall stand cancelled after the expiry of 6 months. 

11.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

                                                       (K.K. Sharma) 

                                                     S.D.J.M Gohpur. 
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LIST OF DOCUMENT EXHIBITED BY PROSECUTION 

EXT 1: FIR 

 

                                  S.D.J.M(M), Gohpur 


